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Number 9

Calico Ball, Farmer's Fair Are
Features Of Weekend Events
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Author Rizk
Will Speak
At Assembly

Calico, hay-seed and cows take over the Uni‘eu,ity spotlight
this week end when the annual Aggie Club-sponsored Farmers'
Fair gets under way early Saturday morning. Climaxed by the
Calico Ball Saturday evening in the Memorial Gym, the fair will
feature numerous contests, exhibits and booths.

The program begins with a college
livestock show at 9:30, during which
some 25 students will show young
heifers representing the four major
Salom Rizk, author of a best breeds, Jersey, Guernsey, Holstein and
seller and a world-wide traveler, Ayrshire. This will be followed by a
will be the speaker at an assem- tractor driving contest.
bly in Memorial Gym Friday at A series of events for high school
students enrolled in FFA activities
9:30 a.m.
Rizk, an American citizen who will begin at 10 a.m. Included will be
spent his early years as a ragged, sheep, poultry and livestock judging.
In the afternoon college students
homeless and half-starved orphan in
Syria, will speak on "America Is More will compete in events such as woodchopping, barrel rolling, pie eating,
These eight hopefuls will vie for Calico Queen to reign at the
Than a Country."
Under the sponsorship of the Read- bucksawing, cow milking, three
annual Calico Ball Saturday evening. Chosen by popular campus
er's Digest and Rotary and Kiwanis legged-races, sack races and potatovote during the Farmers' Fair in the afternoon, the w•
r will be
International, Rizk has spoken in picking races. Coeds, including cancrowned liv Dean Arthur Deering of the College of Agriculture.
every state and almost all the provin- didates for Calico Queen, and faculty
Top row left to right are Pegg:4 Nfiller of East Chadbourne. Ann
members will be contestants in many
ces of Canada.
Dingwell of Colvin hall and Connie Doe of Balentine; sec 1 row.
He gained widespread fame through of the events.
Jean Chapman of Brewer, Myra Goldman 4if South Estabrooke and
One of the unusual events for the
his interpretive autobiography,"Syrian
Janet Borg', of West Chadbourne: boil
row, Doris Itichards of
fair this year is a beard-growing conYankee."
the Elms and Nancy Caton of North Estabrooke.
In a Reader's Digest article, con- test. This will be judged by Dr.
densed from Scribner's, Rizk has writ- Lincoln Taylor of the Agronomy Deten: "Don't let anyone tell you that partment and Mal Holt, chairman of
America is no longer the land of op- contests.
In addition to the booths sponsored
portunity. Even the immigrant and
refugee who knows hardly a word of by the various departments of the
English still finds it full of opportuni- College of Agriculture, the 4-H Club
and the Maine Outing Club are planty.
ning booths this year. These will be
located in the Field House.
Lloyd Rafnell and his orchestra
Final tabulations of the class elections held Nov. 10 were rewill play for the Calico Ball which
leased by the General Student Senate Executive Council Wednesday.
begins at 8:30 p.m. This dance is
strictly informal with the fashion fare
Figures show that 52.4 per cent of cided the winner of the Sophomore
plaid shirts and blue jeans for the
the student body turned out for the Class presidency.
men and square dancing dresses for
elections. The Sophomore Class had
Of 210 seniors who cast ballots, 188
the women students, the committee
the highest percentage of participation voted for the only name on the ballot
said.
with 58.3 per cent voting. The fresh- in the president's office.
man figure was next, standing at 54.2.
Eleven members from South ApartThe candidates in the Junior Class ments elected a representative to the
drew 52.6 per cent of their class- Senate.
mates, while 41.7 per cent of the
SENIOR CLASS
seniors went to the polls.
President. Merton Robinson, 188.
Many candidates won by slim mar- Vice President, Reginald Bowden. 78;
gins, the closest race being that for Kenneth Woodsum. 69: William L.
secretary of the Senior Class, which
(Continued ow Page Few)
Rev. John T. Mason. Jr., of
v.as decided by one vote.
New York City, has accepted the
A difference of only nine votes de-

ONE

WILL BE
QUEEN

Elections Results Released
By Senate Executive Board

Dean To Crown Queen
Dean Arthur Deering of the College of Agriculture will crown the
Calico Queen at the ball. The Queen
will be chosen by student vote during
the day from the field of eight attractive coeds. Candidates are Ann
Dingwell, Myra Goldman, Doris Richards, Nancy Caton, Janet Borges,
Connie Doe, Peggy Miller, and Jean
Chapman.
Four of the girls are sophomores,
three are freshmen and one is a senior.
General chairman for the fair is
John Douglas. In charge of contests
are: forestry events, Phil Bowman;
pie eating, Bernard Wentworth: milk
contests, John Hesketh; races, John
Roger; beard growing, Mal Holt:
barrel rolling, Philip Edgecomb, potato picking. Paul Belyea; cake auction,
Edwin Plissy: and cake baking, Joan
Fuller.
In Charge Of Booths
In charge of the various booths in
the field house are: botany, Dr. J.
LivingAton: Outing Club, William
German; agricultural economics, Robert Thorpe: animal and dairy, Dr.
H. H. Brugman and Dr. L. Dorsey:
animal pathology, Eugene Toothaker:
agricultural
engineering,
Dwight
Southwick; horticulture, Roger Clapp:
Alpha Zeta, Donald Weymouth; home
economics, Mary J. Renfro; entertainment, Don Mairs: agronomy, Wayland
Shands, Jr.: forestry, Phil Bowman:
4-H. Arvid Forsman: poultry. Peter
Marckoon: and refreshments. Arthur
Ellor.

Father John T. Mason Is New
Chaplain To Episcopal Students

State Educators
40Students Sign To Participate In
Ride Pool Lists Economic Study
1 he 40 students who have signed
the lists in the Bookstore and Administration Building are:
PASSENGERS WANTED
To Augusta: D. A. Carey. Theta
Chi.
To Portland: Lou Agnello, Sigma
Nu.
To Greenwich. Conn., or vicinity:
T. J. Kegclman. Iheta Chi.
To Troy. N. Y., or vicinity: William Law. 5 I Pine Street, Orono.
To New ork City and New Jerseys William Chable, 405 Oak Hall:
Thomas Duffinback. Rm. 1, North
Dorm 4. and Paul Barnett, 312 Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
To Boston. MilaP., and vicinity:
lack Laing. 213 Corbett Hall.
To Farmington: Warren Goding.
Rm. 17, North Dorm 5.
To Ashland: N. B. Bartlett. Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
To New Haven, Conn., and vicinity : William (ierman, Sigma Nu.
RIDES WANTED
To Waterville: Barbara Smith and
(Continued on Page Two)

A group of Maine college professors and business leaders will
join in making a study of Maine's
economy, it was announced this
week.
The program will be financed by a
grant of $25,000 made by the Committee for Economic Development and
the Fund for Adult Education established by the Ford Foundation.
Four Colleges Represented
Plans for the study were announced
jointly by Chester G. Abbott, president of the First Portland National
Bank, the presidents of the four Maine
colleges, and the Ford Foundation's
C E D in New York.
The active research group of the
program will consist of faculty members from each of four colleges. and
an equal number of junior business
executives. Faculty members who have
been named to this working group
from Maine are Prof. Himy B. Kirshen and Prof. H. Austin Peck. Secretary and research coordinator of the
proram is Dr. Terris Moore, head of
the Department of Industrial Cooperation on campus.

position of chaplain to Episcopal!
students at the University. Father
Mason assumed his duties Sunday.
Salom Rizk
"But young people born here should
do more than use their education to
make something for themselves. They
should make something of themselves,
use their education not to get rich but
to enrich America. Today we are
talking defense, but America is too
vital to be merely on the defensive.
Our greatest strength is that we are
still building our country. Our problems are our biggest opportunity."
Class periods tor Friday will be as
follows:
First Period
8-8:35
See I Period
8:15-9:20
AsSEN1111.1
9:30-10:20
l'hird Period
10:30-11 :OS
I I :15-11:50
Fourth Period
Other Periml. 1. 1 sual.
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck. president of
the University. will preside at the assembly. Music will be by the University Glee Club.
Dr. David Trafford is chairman of
the Assembly Committee.

He succeeds Rev. John L Scott, Jr..
who recently resigned to become rector of All Saints Church in Springfield.
Mass.
Formerly In New York
Father Mason comes from the
Church of St. Edward the Martyr in
New York, where he has been Sic.lr
for the past year. He and his wife are
residing at Canterbury House at the
corner of College Avenue and Chapel
Road. Father Mason will also be
vicar of the Church of St. James in
Old Town.
A native of Peru, Illinois. he received B.A. and M.A. degrees from
George Washington University, WashRev. John T. Mason. Jr.
ington, D. C. He has done graduate
work at Columbia University and is
Church in Bethesda, Md.. from 1950
an S.T.B. graduate of General Theoto 1953.
logical Seminary in New York City.
Mrs. Mason is a native of WashingWas Congressional Secretary
ton. D. C., and has lived most of her
Father Mason has served as a con- life in Mexico City. She is a graduate
gressional secretary, and from 1940 of Mt. Holyoke College and has an
to 1945 he was employed as a civilian M.A. degree from Columbia Univeranalyist for United States Navy In- sity.
telligence.
During World War II she was emOrdained to the deaconate in 1949 ployed at the British Fmbassy in
and to the priesthood in 1950. Father Mexico City and has served as a
Mason served as assistant and then civilian analyist for United States
associate priest at St. John's Episcopal !Navy Intelligence.
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Pi Beta Phi, Chi Omega Visited
By National Chapter Officials
Mrs. Marianne Reid Wild, grand national president of Pi Beta
Phi sorority, was featured guest of Maine Alpha Chapter here
last week.

During her stay Miss Milam met
This was Mrs. Wild's second visit
to Maine, having been here while chapter officers and the alumnae adgrand vice president in 1946. She was visory committee. She attended a
elected to the office of grand president formal meeting of the chapter and
spoke about Chi Omega as a national
at the Texas Convention in 1952.
While on campus Mrs. Wild was organization and Xi Beta's contribufeted at a tea in the Women's Lounge tion to this organization and the
of the Memorial Union. attended by Maine campus. Miss Milam was
more than 100 guests. Barbara Knox. dinner guest of the Panhellenic Counpresident of Maine Alpha; Mrs. Wild; cil and sorority presidents.
After leaving Maine, Miss Milam
Mrs. Rex Buzzell. president of Eastern Maine Alumnae Club; and Mrs. planned to visit other New England
David Boutilier, alumna advisor, were chapters.
Alpha Omicron Pi was hostess last
in the receiving line. Arrangements
for the tea were made by Betty Forss week to Mrs. Martha Neal Crosby,
Gamma District Director, who makes
and Alice Osier.
her home in Manchester. N. H. Mrs.
Active Stay
During her stay. Mrs. Wild met all Crosby is a director and member of
officers, attended a party given by the the executive board of the Alexander
Alumnae Club at the home of Mrs. Eastman Hospital.
Dunn her visit on campus, Mrs.
Beatrice Cushman. and spoke at a
Crosby met with the housemothers.
formal chapter meeting.
Mrs. Wild visited here as part of Dean of Women, and the chapter offiher tour of all Alpha East Province cers. She attended formal and informal meetings, and she had dinner
chapters.
with the Panhellenic and sorority
Chi Omega Guest
Miss Mary Milam. national chapter presidents.
visitor of Chi Omega sorority, was
loan fund to $1,000. The board also
guest of Xi Beta chapter last week. Maine Campus Votes
changed the specifications of the loan
Miss Milam, who has been doing
so that more use could be made of it.
chapter visiting for four years, visited Loan Fund Increase
The board meeting was held folMaine last in 1951.
A grant of over $300 for the Maine lowing a joint meeting of the newsBefore her appointment as a na- Campus Loan Fund was approved by paper staff and the Press Club at
tional chapter visitor, she was advisor the newspaper's Editorial Board at a which staff policies were discussed
and a film, "Police Reporter," was
to the Chi Omega chapter at the Uni- meeting last week.
versity of Miami.
The addition of the sum brings the shown.

117 State St.

Dial 6704

Sandwiches To Take Out
Bangor, Maine
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AMMUNITION
On the Corner
Orono

GI

speaker, Dr. Angelo Bertocci, professor of comparatk e literature at Boston
University.
Saturday night a panel composed
of Congressman Clifford G. McIntire
of Perham; Rev. Emerson Smith,
Methodist Chaplain of Industrial Relations for New England; Dr. John
Nolde, assistant professor of history
and government, University of Maine;
Rev. Albert Niles, Universalist Minister of Bangor; and Attorney Robert
Browne of Bangor discussed "The
Implications of Christian Vocation in
Various Fields."
Conference Planned
Miss Ruth Schinn, who represented
the Student Christian Movement.
spoke of the National Y.W.-Y.M.C.A.
conference to be held in Lawrence.
Kansas, during Christmas vacation.
At the Sunday night meeting of the
M. C. A. at the Union Building Vic
Aggarwala of India, a student of the
University of Maine, spoke to the
group on the development of India as
a free nation. He explained some of
the problems which India is facing
internally.
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Housing Set Up For Students Who Stay
(Continued from Page One)

Joan Smith, Colvin Hall.
To Portland: John Sumpter, 384
College Road; Carol Johnson. Colvin
Hall, and Richard Libby. Phi Eta
Kappa.
To Sanford: Anne Hall, Chadbourne Hall, West.
To Concord, N. H.: Carl A. Seaward, 105 Oak Hall.
To Boston: Jack Frost. 409 Dunn
Hall; Richard Pouria, 105 Corbett
Hall; Edwin Healy, 214 Dunn Hall:
Ronald Mayor, Delta Tau Delta:
H. T. Clark, Rm. 12, North Dorm 5;
• Rexford Bell, Rm. 3, North Dorm
• 8; Michael Michelsen, 111 Hannibal
•
• Hamlin Hall; Priscilla Pfeiffer, 302
Chadbourne Hall; Nate Putnam, 407

•••••■••••••••••••
•
•
: BURPEE :
:
HARDWARE:
•
•
Headquarters for
•

•

Sklar's Delicatessen and Grocery

MCA Host To Fall Christian Group

The Ethnics announced todas
The Maine Christian Association
the following schedule that bill was host November 12-14 to the
be followed during the Thanks- Maine Area Fall Conference of the
gis ing recess.
New England Student Christian MoveWednesday, Nos. 21. 8 a.m.- ment. The subject was "The Christian
1 p.m.
Meaning of Vocation."
The co-chairmen, Richard Nevers
Thursday, Nov. 25, Closed.
of
the University of Maine and Kay
p.m.
Fridas-, Nov. 26. 8 a.m.-4
Saturday, Nov. 27. 8 a.m.-1 McLin of Bates College, were aided
by the following committee members
p.m.
advised by Rev. Elwin Wilson, direcSunday, Nov. 28, Closed.
tor of the M. C. A.: Alta Kilton,
Reserved books may be taken
meals; Ruth Dow, housing; Betty
for week-end use after 10 a.m.
Brockway, publicity; Laura Wilson,
Wednesday. The books must be
registration; John Ertha, Judy Barker,
returned not later titatt 8:30 Richard Bangs and Libby Currier had
a.m. Monday, Nov. 29.
charge of the tea Saturday afternoon.
Farmington State Teachers' College
provided the worship services. Bates
Episcopal Chaplain
helped with publicity.
Addresses Students
Represented at the conference were
Rev. John Mason was the speaker Bates, Colby, Nasson, Bowdoin, Westat last evening's meeting of Canter- brook Junior College, Farmington
bury Club at Canterbury House. State Teachers' College, Gorham State
Father Mason, who became chaplain Teachers' College, Washington State
to Episcopal students on campus last Teachers' College and the University
week, told of his background and his of Maine.
Highpoints of the conference were
work in the missionary field. The next
Canterbury meeting will be Dec. 1. the three addresses by the principal
Midweek services of Holy Communion with breakfast following will
be held at 7 a.m. Wednesdays at Canterbury House.

111•11111•111111MMENIIIMMIIIIIMI•
Come in and see
our fine line of
FLY TYING
SUPPLIES

Oak; Judy Berenson, 212 Chadbourne
Hall, and Beverly Beeler, 400 Chadbourne Hall.
To Gloucester, Mass.: Raymond
Morris, 24 College Heights.
To Worcester, Mass.: Robert
Lingner, 24 College Heights.
To Hingham, Mass.: Lawrence
Warren, Delta Tau Delta.
To New Haven, Conn.: Frederick
Lyon. Tau Kappa Epsilon.
To Barre, t.: George Karnedy,
304 Oak Hall.
All students who will be remaining
on campus over the Thanksgiving
holidays and who would like to eat
Thanksgiving Dinner at the home of
a faculty member are asked to leave
their names and campus address with
the S.R.A. office in the Union building.
The exact number of students who
will be here for the four day vacation
is not yet known, but last year there
were only four. Anyone who remains
on campus will be housed in North
Dormitory 10.
I
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Betts Bookstore
.4 Good Place To Do Your Christmas Shopping ...
Don't wait until the last minute—
the best things go first
16 State St.
Bangor
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RECORDS
Hobby Items

the red that turns every other red pale with shawl.

—

Art Supplies

LaBeau's T.V. & Appliance Center

U

38 Main St.
Orono
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'Queen nf Diamonds'
for lips

Maine

461

University of Maine

.natching fingertips

SWEATSHIRTS
"T" SHIRTS

Here's the one ,ure-fire red to put long-lasting beauty
on your lips! Match it with the bright-hot enamel
on your fingertips—so excitingly different when fmsted!
Revlon's 'Lanolite' Lipstick, both non-smear and
regular type, 1.10*. Revlon's Nail Enamel, the real
professional nail enamel used in 9 out of 10 beauty
salons, 60c*. Frosted Nail Enamel, 73c*

$1.98
.98
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Group Talks Begin At New Planetarium
Groups and organizations may now
skit the University's new planetarium
and hear lectures on astronomy under
a new program announced last week.
Groups interested in visiting the
planetarium are asked to contact Prof.
Maynard E. Jordan, Wingate Hall.
Prof. Jordan teaches courses in astronomy and is in charge of the planetarium.
In general, the planetarium is open
to groups on afternoons and evenings,

Paul Fullam To Speak
Here Tuesday Afternoon

but definite arrangements for visits
should be made at least a week in adProf. Paul A. Fullarn, Demovance. Groups numbering up to 50 cratic
candidate for U. S. Senate
can be accommodated. The facilities
in Maine's recent fall elections,
are regularly used for class work in
will speak Tuesday, Nov. 23, at
addition to being open to the public.
The lecture which is presented in 4 p.m. in the Louis Oakes Room
connection with the visits lasts from of the Library.
Fullant, Colby history teacher
one-half to three-quarters of an hour.
The speaker points out the important who was defeated by Senator
stars, constellations, and planets and Margaret Chase Smith for the
gives other information about the Senate seat, will be guest of the
heavenly bodies.
Politics and International RelaThe planetarium is located in Win- tions Club.
gate Hall and consists of a dome some
A question and answer period
20 feet in diameter which represents will follow Prof. Fullam's talk.
the sky, and also a multisided proA reception will be held from
jector which casts bright light spots
3-4 p.m. for Prof. Fullam in the
on
the
dome to represent the stars,
A two piano team, Mary Hayes
Union Building. Faculty and
Hayford and William Sleeper, will constellations and planets. An illusion
students are invited.
of
vast
distance
s is created.
present a program of music on Sunday, Nov. 21, in the main lounge of
James Sucy, a senior majoring in
the Memorial Union at 4 p.m.
physics and education, has been
This is the third in a series of five named a special lecturer for the planeconcerts by faculty artists at the Uni- tarium. Sucy has sketched the Orono
versity under the auspices of the De- skyline on the dome of the planetaripartment of Music in association with um and also has provided appropriate
Seventeen delegates from the Unithe Memorial Union.
music for the sunset and sunrise versity attende
d a statewide meeting
Sunday's program includes a wide phases of a "night" at the planetarium.
of Newman Clubs Saturday at Colby
range of works. Opening with au
College.
Elizabethan Suite, edited and arranged
The theme of the conference was,
by Ethel Bartlett, the pianists will Hambelton Chosen Head "What
Makes a Good Newman
move on to two items from the BaClub?"
Participating besides Maine
Of
Newm
an
Club Paper
roque Period by J. S. Bach: "Sheep
and Colby were Bates, Bowdoin and
May Safely GIze" from the Birthday
Delmont Dunbar, editorial writer Farmington State Teachers College.
Cantata and a "Prelude in E" from of the Bangor Daily News, spoke at
Delegates from Maine were Harriet
the Sixth Violin Sonata.
the Newman Club meeting Wednes- Taylor, regional chairman,
who preday. He addressed the members on sided; Norman Blais, Peter
Bosse,
the responsibilities of the newspaper Patricia Gill, James Gorman
, Jack
Five-Year Nurses Meet
to the public.
Laing, Norman LaPointe, John Lyons,
Freshmen in the five-year nursing
James Hambelton has been chosen George Mayo, Margaretmary Mcprogram were given a look at "hospi- editor of a paper
to be published by Cann, Ann Miles, John Molloy, John
tal life" by sophomores at the bi- the Newman Club.
O'Connor, JoAnn Polackwich, Kevin
monthly meeting of the nurses last
Harriet Taylor and Norman Blais Simpson, Judy Smith and Harvey
week.
will be associate editors; Peter Bosse, Wood.
Sophomores told of their experi- business manager;
John Keen, art
Rev. Francis E. LeTourneau, club
ences at the Maine Medical Center editor; and Joseph
Bergomi, news chaplain, accompanied the group.
last summer.
editor.
The next regional conference is
Sally Craig, Jane Dudley, and Mary
Feature departments will be a gossip tentatively scheduled at the Universi
ty
Carlson planned the program.
column by Ann Davis, book and of Maine Jan. 9-11.
movie reviews by Normand (Doc)
Brochu, and special features by
Dec. 5-11 is a week of Good Will.
Union Movie
Thomas Stover.
Give generously.
"Destination Moon," starring
John Archer, Warner Anderson,
and Tom Powers, will be shown
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
in the Bangor Room of the Memorial Union Friday and Saturday evenings at 7 and 9 o'clock.

Faculty Piano Team
In Sunday Program

Page Three

Window Installed In Trophy Room
You can now get a good look into Chamberlain Peirce Fund
of $10,000.
the M. Chamberlain Peirce Trophy
The fund was established by gifts
Room on the second floor of Me- of $6,000 and $4,000
by the parents
morial Gymnasium through a window of M. Chamberlain Peirce,
of Bangor,
that has been installed in the north as a memorial to
their son.
wall of the room by the Athletic
Although he did not attend the
Board.
University, he was very interested in
Before, there was no opportunity athletics and coached here.
to look into the trophy room because
Some of the income was used to
it is necessary to keep the door locked build the tennis
courts east of the
except during Homecoming, Com- Gym.
mencement or other important events,
The fund committee appointed by
the board said.
Clifford Patch '11, Chairman of the
The expense of the window installa- Athletic Board, includes Charles E.
tion and the relocation of a cabinet Crossland, chairman; University Truswas paid from the income of the M. tee John M. O'Connell, Jr., Thomas
N. Hersey, alumni member of the
Athletic Board; Donald V. Taverner,
Alumni Secretary, and Thomas Golden, president of the .Athletic Association.

Debate Team Enters
TourneyAt Vermont

Newman Delegates Eight University students will parin their first debate tournaAt Colby Meeting ticipate
ment of the season Friday and Satur-

$10 will send a CARE package to
Korea. You can help through Good
Will—Dec. 5-11.

Have

CRAIG
The Tailor

day at the University of Vermont.
The topic for the debate will be:
"Resolved that the United States extend Diplomatic Recognition to the
Communist Government in China."
About fifty schools will participate in
this tournament.
Maine has entered two complete
teams. Speaking for the affirmative
will be Joan Williams and Frank
Grant on one team and Betty Buzzell
and John Lymburner on the other.
Taking the negative side for Maine
will be Dana Devoe and Henry Colby;
Marilyn Graffam and Lester Reid.
This tournament will be a five round
debate in which no winners will be
announced.

Lecture-Demonstration
Louis P. Shannon, widely known
speaker on industrial and chemical
developments, will present a lecturedemonstration, "Let's Look at Tomorrow," on campus, Tuesday, Nov. 30.
He will speak to two classes of
chemistry and chemical engineering
students during the day and to a joint
session of the student chapters of the
American Chemical Society and the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers in the evening.
Shannon will supplement his lecture with displays of chemical developments still in the experimental
and evolution stage.
Maintaining headquarters at Wilmington, Del., Shannon is regional
manager of the Extension Division of
the du Pont Company.

The Shorettes Restaurant
Specialising in

Steaks — Chicken — Seafood
Hamburger with College Education
Corner Main & Center Sts.

Old Town

PARK AIRSONT COMPANY
BIJOU - Bangor

Now Showing (to End
Friday, Nov. 19)
"THE GLENN MILLER
STORY"
in Technicolor
James Stewart, June Ally son,
George Tobias

Now. 20-21-22-23-24
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
'DRUM BEAT'
in Cinemascope & Tech.
Alan Ladd, Audrey Dalton,
Marisa Pavan
Starts Thurs., Nov. 25,
"A STAR IS BORN"

Do Your
CLEAMNG, PRESSING
& REPAIRING

PARK

Contact our agents
on campus

Fri., Sat., Now. 19-20
"DRUMS ACROSS THE
RIVER"
in Technicolor
.Audie Murphy. Lisa Gaye,
Walter Brennan

3 Main St., Orono
TeL 6-3656

iter

Opera louse
Held Over—through Sat.
Irving Berlin's
"WHITE CHRISTMAS"
Technicolor
Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye
Rosemary Clooney, Vera Ellen
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Nov. 21-22-23
Stewart Granger. Elizabeth
Taylor starring in
"BEAU BRUMMELL"
in Technicolor

ono

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
"THE BLACK WIDOW"
Cinemascope & Tech.
(iinger Rogers, Van Heflin

ILtill61111111

plus
"THE ROCKET MAN"
Charles Coburn, John Agar
and Anne Francis
Sun., Mon., Tues.,
Nov. 21-22-23
"AMERICAN GUERILLA IN
TIIE PHILIPPINES"
starring Tyrone Power
plus
"WITNESS TO MURDER"
Barbara Stanwyck, Gary
Merrill
Wed., Thurs., Nov. 24-25
"FRANCIS JOINS THE
WACS"
Donald O'Connor. Julia Adams
and Mamie VanDorcn
plus
"DREAM WIFE"
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr

STRP t
ip
0111110
NO
40°
Fri., Sat., Nov. 19-20
Donald O'Connor, Julia Adams
"FRANCIS JOINS THE
WACS"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Feature 2:50; 6:50--8:50
Sun., Mon., Nov. 21-22
Humphrey Bogart, Audrey
Hepburn
"SABRINA"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:17; 6:30-8:33
Tues., Wed., Nov. 23-24
Double Feature
Robert Cummings. Marie
Wilson
"MARRY ME At:AIN"
6:30-9:00
Also
ilenn Ford, Ann Sheridan
In Technicolor
"APPOINTMENT IN
HONDURAS"
7:50
Thurs., Nov. 25
.Audie Murphy. Lisa Gaye
In Technicolor
"DRUMS At:ROSS THE
RIVER"
6:30-8:25
Feature 7:00-9:00

if
OPENING
Friday and Saturday
November 19-20
* FREESE'S INVITES YOU TO MIS
EXCITING, COLORFUL EVENT...
WITH TONS AND TONS OF GIFTS
FOR THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS
EVER!

Orono, Maine, Nosember 18, 1951
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ecidoitials

It's Time For A Change
In a letter published a couple of weeks ago, the Elections
Committee chairman urged the Catnpus to stop slamming the
committee and confine its comments to "constructive criticism."
Okay, here it is.
We believe the committee should be completely reorganized
with members responsible for this year's repeated failures passing on to other things.
As reasons for this advice, we cite previous editorials on
elections and new facts on the class officer elections.
Senate
the
First, a more fouled up ballot has probably never greeted
a class than the one presented freshmen, which, aside from misspelled names, had one man running for two offices.
This double office candidate situation was corrected somewhat by the candidate himself who, voting early, saw his name
listed twice. The committee then "fixed" the ballot by crossing
out the wrong name and writing in a correction—an action
which still hurt the impartiality of the ballot. Naturally little
could be done about ballots cast earlier.
Unless the committee waited until the night before to print
ballots (which we suspect might be the case in view of past
operations this year) the errors could easily have been corrected
and the ballot reprinted—standard practice in any situation like
this.
In another instance, a write-in candidate had his picture
displayed on the voting table in full equality with those who took
the trouble to go through the formal nominating procedure.
This was neither fair to candidates properly nominated for
that office nor to other write-in candidates who were not allowed
the luxury of having their pictures before the voters.
There are only a limited number of elections in the school
year.
How many of them is this committee to be allowed to botch
they are bounced by the Senate and replaced by
before
up
students who can at least read and write?

A Motto Is Needed
Perhaps this is' a trivial and out-of-date subject but we feel
the University should have a motto.
To the best of our knowledge, no such thing exists for this
institution.
Maine
old
The values of a motto are, granted, debatable, but we
would like to hear some opinions on the subject.
For, after all, it seems most similar institutions have flowery
tributes to the art of learning which do add a little dignity to
the whole outfit.
Perhaps some campus organization might try finding a
good onco original or classic, modernistic or archaic.
Anyway, its an idea.

The Past Returns
We were given a quick trip to the past early this week when
we heard Rudy Vallee's new recording of the Stein Song.
It seems that Rudy is still trying for that big comeback
and this and the other records in a new album just might give it.
It is interesting that Vallee and the University, a pair which
didn't hit it off so well in education, should be so successful together in music.

OVI
LITtLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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It's Raining
Mice and Rats
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BY BRUCE COURTNEY
This picture is not a portrait of the
author of this column.
This picture is a portrait of one of
the lowest forms of life that have invaded this fair campus. Associate him
with a friend or an enemy if you like.
The fact remains, he is a rat.
A few days ago, in our apartment.
we noticed some uninvited visitors.
And without saying as much as "How
do you do," they started to make
themselves right at home. These
guests helped themselves to the sugar.
the bread and cheese, and even the
soap.
What they wanted with the soap we
cannot say. Not one of them took a
bath with it.
But even some people have a craving for the oddest of food. Why, we
even know people that drink campus
mud and call it coffee. So we will not
say anything of this rodent's liking to
soap as a food.
This rat was caught by a young
lass with a butcher knife in one hand
and a Crisco can in the other. If she
could not cut off his head with the
knife, she would bail him up in the
Crisco can.
Fortunately, or unfortunately if you
like, the rat did not lose his head. But
he did lose his freedom, for the time
being at least. He was caught in the
Crisco can.
Having caught this menace to the
youth of our society, we then thought
of some way to banish it.
There are more rats on this campus.
And there will, no doubt, be more
rats in the future.
This might well include the rat who
swiped our soap, or the rat who
swiped the last of your goodies.
Postive action was necessary against
this rat. After long thought we desided to censure this rat.
With his livelihood gone he will
curl up and fade away like the rat he
is.

'WITT
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That's funny. You'd think they'd want a nice picture window like
that at the front of their house.

Si:
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Chest Gift Values Shown
BY REG BOWDEN
On Dec. 5 the Good Will Chest
campain for 1954 gets underway.
Most of us are familiar with Good
Will and what it does—on our own
campus. in the nation, and overseas.
We could say many things for Good
Will, and this week a letter came to
Del Boutin, president of the Board of
Governors for this year's drive. We
feel that this letter expresses more
than we could say. '
It's from the principal of an elementary school in Greece, thanking the
students and faculty of the University
of Maine in a special way for the
help Good Will gave his little school
last year.
"Dear Sirs:
"Kastelrizon is a small island situated in the southeast part of the
Aegean Sea. It is a rocky island with
a very arid land. Because it is so far
from the other parts of Greece it is
near the Middle East.
"It is an heroic island that never
ceased to fight for its mother country.
It never thought of the human beings
that died for the great freedom. When
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freedom came to the world the little
island was still fighting and from
everywhere on the island you can
hear the same word, 'Freedom.'
"The inhabitants, 600 people, have
many troubles, but they never lose
their courage and always believe that
good days are near to come.
"The little pupils of our school will
never forget how much you have
helped them with their schooling in
the way of food, clothing, shoes, and
school supplies. The pupils' happiness
brought them happiness too, and
helped them to live a better life.
"I cannot describe to you how
happy the pupils were when we got a
notice from the Athens office of the
federation saying that you had 11newed our sponsorship for another
year.
"From now on all the children, who
will be in our school, will learn how
helpful you have been to our school
and to the pupils who in the future
will be our men and women.
"We all wish to thank you for your
kind interest in us and we all send
ow best wishes. Thanks to you the
world will be a better place to live in.
"The Principal
"Papapetrou, Greece."
• • •
The re-birth of the long-dormant
pyramid club rage has made its appearance on several eastern college
campuses this fall, according to unofficial reports. Most information
concerning pyramid clubs is unofficial
for the simple reason that the Postmaster General's office takes a dim
stew of such get-rich-quick schemes.
We didn't get this from our "squirrel." but we know of at least one set
of the pyramid letters that got limited
circulation on the Maine campus a
few weeks back.

A new campus sport has been uncovered—sliding down
the banister going up from the first floor lobby in the library.
Next maybe we might have skip-rope jumping in the reference room.

The Maine Campus

• • •
The student list is out and those
students who were fortunate enough
to beg borrow, or steal copies are
quite popular this week. It seems that
the listings are more popular in the
dorms and frats than the Kinsey report.
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We wish to express our sincere
appreciation to all those who extend
cd their sympathy in so many thought
ful ways.
Llewellyn E. Clark
The Stone Family
The Clark Family
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Class Voting Results
Released By Senate

Cast Announced
For Masque's
'Mister Roberts'

(Continued from Page One)
Johnson, 67. Secretary, Hilda Sterling,
106, Shirley Kirk, 105. Treasurer,
Stan Milton, 137; Dexter Earley, 76.

The campus dramatic season
will come to life again Dec. 8-11
when the Maine Masque Theatre
presents "Mister Roberts.- The
cast of this World War II comedy
contains but one female role.

JUNIOR CLASS
President, Jerry Pangakis, 159; Gordon Allard, 64; Gerry Wright, 51;
Denis McCarthy (write-in), 39. Vice
President, William D. Johnson, 203;
Bradford S. Barton, 110. Secretary,
Jean Partridge, 111; Caroline Locke,
87; Grace Libby, 70; Judy Pasetto, 53.
Treasurer, Peggy Flynt, 155; Jack
Small, 108; John W. Lane, Jr., 54.

Warner Shedd portrays the role
of Mr. Roberts. Others in the cast
are: Norman Andrews, Pete Baker,
Herb Cohen, Reginald Collins. Howard Danner, Jack Hardy, George
Mayo, Stan Milton, Ed McGibbon,
SOPHOMORE CLASS
Cole Nice, Charlie Norberg, Cally
President, Eben DeGrasse, 232;
Perkins, Pete Pierson, Mert Robinson,
Wesley English, 223. Vice President,
Larry Ronco, Sal Scarpato, Norm
Eliseos Paul Taiganides, 202; Joel
Touchette, and George Williams.
Stinson, 91; Richard S. Offenberg, 77;
An interior view of the World University Service student ward in the tuberculosis sanatorium at
Navy Story
William Sterritt, 70. Secretary. MarTambaram, South India. Here 27 students at a time receive medical care. One-half of the funds raised
garetmary McCann, 242; Ann Rubin,
"Mister Roberts" is the blistering,
such as the one pictured. The campus-wide drive
by
Good
Will
Chest
will
go
to
WUS
for
projects
205. Treasurer, Normand Blais, 279,
yet tender saga of the men on a Navy
opens Dec. 5.
Robert Cecchini, 169.
cargo ship that monotonously plies
from one Pacific port to another
FRESHMAN CLASS
thousands of miles away from battle
President, Rudy Hamchuck, 164;
areas. Its chief character is Lieut.
Stanley F. Hanson, 129; Peter H. Bur( Lg.) Roberts, who is eating his heart
bank, 68: Joseph Mancini, 65; Irvin
out for a combat assignment, but
H. Fletcher, 32; Ernie Hollis, 31.
whose captain continually refuses to
A kick-off meeting for team cap- 'international program. Last year these establish hitherto-unknown health ser- Vice President, Herbert W. Carauthorized his transfer to a warship.
tains and workers will open the 1954 'gifts helped to build student dormi- vices making it possible for students michael 239; Donald R. Denalt, 132;
Good Will Chest Campaign on Sun- tories in Seoul, Jerusalem, Cairo and in these under-developed areas to ob- Peter M. Kendrick, 123. Secretary.
day, Dec. 5. Good Will is seeking a Delhi. Thousands of students at tain a free physical examination and Ann Rosenberger, 191; Doris White,
$2,500 goal for 15 charities in the these university centers lack suitable some medical care.
188: Carol Coiley, 80; Virginia A.
only campus-wide drive for funds at accommodations which the university
Whittier, 55. Treasurer, John F.
the University.
Lymburner, 312; Calvin E. Anderson,
is often unable to provide.
$2 will pay for a day's care at the 198.
One-half of the funds raised will go
Gifts to W.U.S. in 1953-54 also
WUS International Rest Center in
directly to the World University SerRepresentative to the Student Senate
The University of Maine, State
vice, the allocations committee has enabled students at university centers Combloux, France. Do your part from the South Apartments: Earl
Series champs for the last two years, announced.
throughout India and Pakistan to
Simpson, 11.
through Good Will.
placed six men on the official M.I.A.A.
The
program
of
World
University
All-Maine football team for 1954.
When in Bangor stop at
The team was picked Tuesday at a Service, which does not appeal to the
general
public
for
funds,
is
almost
enSMALL FURNISHED APARTMENT
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic AsThe Pilot's Grill
suitable for 2 adults—
sociation meeting in Waterville by the tirely financed by student gifts.
Opposite Dow Field—
American contributions are sent
coaches of the four State Series teams.
call mornings only:
Hammond St.
Mrs. Allen
Backs selected were Jim Duffy and overseas to finance projects in W.U.S.
"We Cater to Parties
Tel. 116-7-3569
Town
255
Old
Ernie Smart, both of Maine, Bob
Center
St..
and Banquets"
Martin, Bates, and Don Lake, Colby.
The line included Paul Boucher and
Thurlow Cooper, both of Maine, at
Special graduation or birthends; Lew Clark, Maine, and Steve
day gift to buy? Make it the
McCabe, Bowdoin, at tackles; John
most appreciated, thoughtful
Dutton, Colby, and Art Cecelski, Bowgift of all . . • a college ring.
doin, at guards; and Jack Small,
We have a complete line of
Maine, at center.
college rings for almost every
LEADING PRODUCER OF
accredited 4-year college in
Every
States.
ELECTRONIC
AND ELECTRIC
the United
ring is a craftsman's pride,
ragabaitfailapal liasanta Rash
ACCOUNTING AND COMPUTING
with its brilliant, rich-colWhat on Engineer
MACHINES, TIME EQUIPMENT,
ored stone, set in 10K
Should Know
gold. The college name
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
AND
is clearly cut into a
About IBM
well-balanced setting
with the year of graduIBM is an engineering,
manufacturing and selling
ation boldly carved on
organization—worldthe sides. A highly
personalized gift, ,
wide in scope — which
Young men and women will
by men
serves business, industry,
cherised
always find this banking inr
government, science and
or women.
stitution interested and helpeducation.
i
ful in their business progress.
In IBM your future will
be as big as you make it,
Responsibility is reflected by
with your advancement
a checking account, which is
depending on your own
merits.
also a factor in establishing
You'll be joining a Comcredit and standing.
pany with a 40-year record of growth and stable
employment and with one
of the lowest employee
turnover records in the
entire country.
Your salary will be excellent and IBM's excepWItli sorely, Allow Is
tional employee benefits
Old Town
laSses Ilkshas
will be a life-long advantage to you and your
"SEE MICKEY"
M.siIleassal DessoN Bodsresso Cow.
family.
You can continue your
For mid-year graduates only
education through IBM's
outstanding education
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 22
program.
Principal engineering facilities are at IBM's modMake appointment to see:
If your degree or major is:
em,well-equipped laboraThe very sound of the word "Smorgasbord" implies
tories at Endicott and
IBM Engineering
Electrical • Mechanical
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and
relaxation—the leisure to enjoy friends, conversation,
representative
Scientific
Mathematics
Physics
•
Watson
the
and food of your selection, and in the combination anti
Computing Laboratory at
quantity you like. You may help yourselves to the
IBM Manufacturing
Industrial • Electrical
Columbia University.
representative
dishes you want, returning to the board again and again.
Mechanical
Principal manufacturing
facilities are located at
Every Wednesday, 5:30-8:30 P.M.
Endicott, Poughkeepsie
Call your
and Kingston, N. Y.
CHILDREN $LOG

Good Will Chest Captains And Workers To Meet
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Six Bear Gridders
On All-Maine Team
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College Rings

AcS

offers exceptional career opportunities to

ngiti ring

and

17-

The
Merrill
Trust Company

A. J. Goldsmith

goil OTCAMPUS

INTERVIEWS

SMORGASBORD

ADI LT% $2.0

College Placement Office Today for Appointment

MUSIC BY
RUTH WATERHOUSE, Piall0

GENE RILE. Violin

THE ORONOKA
BANGOR - ORONO ROAD

To learn more about these opportunities, ask your
placement officer for your copy of our booklet,"Opportunities Unlimited," which describes the work
of an engineer in our laboratories.

OPPOSITE COUNTRY CLUB
MatiCiria4'

s
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University Calendar
THURSDAY,NOV. 18
Sailing Club, Tot man Room. 7-9 p.m.
Thursday Club Supper. Main Lounge
6:30 p.m.
Faculty Square Dance. Main Lounge
8 p.m.
FRIDAY, NOV. 19
Movie, Bangor Room,7 and 9 p.m.
AFCW,Totman, Lown. and Bumps
Rooms, all day.
International Club, F.F.A. Room,
7-8:30 p.m.
Freshman Social, Main Lounge.
7 p.m.
SATURDAY,NOV.20
Movie. Bangor Room,7 and 9 p.m.
AFCW,Totman, Lown, Bumps, and
Women's Lounge, all day.
SUNDAY,NOV.21
Two Piano Concert, Main Lounge.
4 p.m.

MONDAY. NOV.22
Dance Lessons. Bangor Room,
4-5:30 p.m.
Freshman Club, Totman Room,
7-8:30 p.m.
Modern Dance Ballet, Lown Room,
3 p.m.
A.I.E.E.. Lown Room. 7-9:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, NOV.23
Y.M.C.A.. Davis Room,2-3 p.m.
M.O.C., Davis Room,8-10 p.m.
I.V.C.F., Totman Room,6:45-7:45
P.m.
General Senate, Lown Room, 7-10
P.m.
Plant Science Seminar, F.F.A. Room,
7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY,NOV.24
Classes end, 11:50 a.m.

•

Low...and behold!

The motoramic
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Union Conference

Bangor Radio Program Salutes
Sophomore Eagle Group Sunday

The sixth annual New England
Regional Conference of the Association of College Unions will be held
here Dec. 10-12. Peggy Daigle is the
conference chairman.
Dignity . . . friendliness . . . dependability . . . character . . .
The theme of the conference is the scholarship. . . .
3 P's which stand for "Personnel,
Each of these five qualities is represented by a point on the
Publicity, and Program." Twelve
panel sessions will be held centering blue stars worn by members of the Sophomore Eagle society.
around these topics, the Committee
It is on the basis of these five qualiThis Sunday at 3 p.m., four memsaid.
ties that women are selected to the bers of the Eagles will represent the
Thirty New England unions have sophomore honor society.
society on the Maine Campus-WGUY
been invited to the conference which
Founded in 1926 by the All Maine radio program "Bangor Bandstand
both student and faculty members will Women, the Eagles choose their sucSalutes the University of Maine."
attend.
cessors from co-eds in the freshman
class. It is the duty of the members
Prof. Hilda Fife of the English to acquaint the incoming freshmen
Department attended a meeting of with the campus and University trathe New England College English ditions.
They serve as "big sisters" to the
Fifty drawings, paintings, and
Association Saturday, Oct. 30, at
newcomers
and they try to make the graphic arts by the outstanding LithuBabson Institute, Babson Park. Mass.
Dr. Fife, who is a director of the as- campus look less terrifying to the anian artist. Vytautas Jonynas, will be
sociation, presided at a discussion freshman women during the first few exhibited at Carnegie Hall until the
end of November.
group on Jonathan Swift and Satire. weeks of college.
The exhibition, arranged by Professor Vincent A. Hartgen, is being
shown in the print room.
•
Born in Lithuania in 1907, he
graduated from National Art College
in 1927. After further study in Paris,
he returned to teach graphic arts and
wood sculpture at the art college.
Later he was appointed director of
the college. In 1936 he became head
of the public service for the protection
of art memorials.
At the 1937 Paris World Exhibition
Jonynas was awarded two gold medals
for his woodcuts and posters. He was
also honored for his furniture designs.
At the same time he was made an
officer of the Legion of Honor.
In 1940 he received the Lithuanian
National Prize for his illustrations of
"The Seasons."
He founded the Freiburg Foreign
Artists' Institute of Fine Arts in 1946.
In 1950-51 he was art consultant to
the French High Commission in Germany. He came to America in 1951
and is now instructor at the Catan
Rose Institute of Fine Arts, Jamaica,
N.Y.

Art Exhibit Shows
Work Of Lithuanian

Chevrolet for 55

Chevrolet and General Motors took a whole new look at the low-cost car
—and just look what happened! NOW BEING SHOWN!

Their future is our future. You can
support 15 charities through giving to
Good Will.

The Bel Air Sport Coupe—one of 14 new Fisher Body beauties in thre• new series.

The valve-in-head N'8 as only the valve-inhead leader can build it!
Now Chevrolet introduces the "Turbo-Fire
V8"! High horsepower (162), high-compression
(8 to 1), high performance and surprisingly
high gas mileage! Available with standard
transmission, or with the extra-cost options
of Overdrive or Powerglide.

You can choose from
two new sixes, too!
The last word in six-cylinder performance!
New "Blue-Flame 136" teamed with Power.
glide and a new "Blue-Flame 123" with
standard transmission or Overdrive.
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Now Chevrolet and General NIotorm have come
up with a completely new idea: to build a car
that offers the very newest styling, the most
modern features, and the finest performance.
It's something that took a lot of doing and
that only the world's leading car builders could
do. Everything's new in this Motoramic Chevrolet from its lower top right down to its
tubeless tires. Come sec it!

MOtO/allik

SHIRTS

Chevrolet

in the newest
collar styles
and colors

SHORT ow TALL

More than a new car—a new concept of low-cost motoring!

BIG ow SMALL

JO!1,1#1 PAULALL

See the Motoramic Chevrolet at Your Chevrolet Dealer's
•
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DeVette Faces Rebuilding Of Blue Five
Team Hopes
Depend On
Tall Sophs

New Hampshire
Takes Fourth
Yankee Crown

For the fourth time in the eight
year history of the Yankee Conference. the University of New HampBY PAUL FERRIGNO
shire has taken the title with an unblemished 4-0 record.
New head basketball coach
The Wildcats also have tied for the
Russell "Russ" Devette has his
crown once, with Rhode Island last
work cut out for him as he preseason.
pares his 16 man squad for the
New Hampshire led by quarterback
Dec. 4 opener with Vermont at
Billy Pappas clinched the crown two
Memorial Gymnasium.
weeks ago, roaring to a 32-12 victory
over the University of Massachusetts
Devette, ex-Hope College and
to complete their unbeaten ConferMichigan University graduate in his
ence slate.
first year at Maine, will be faced with
Maine State Champions—Front row, left to right: Boucher, Nagem, Douglas
, English, MacLaggan,
the
Win Seven Games
job of almost completely rebuildUpham, Cecchini, Hostetter, Griffin, Maher, LoCicero, Covell, O'Connor,
Kostacopoulos, Anthony. Secing the Black Bear quintet.
The Wildcats from Durham ended
ond row: Cole, Castor. Soper, Wood, Kilbrith, Cyr, Small. Duffy, co-captains
Smart and Golden, Wood.
their 1954 football campaign with an
Assisting coach DeVette this seasuns, Earley, Edgar, Chiaravelotti, Merrifield, Saleeby, M,les and Grant. Back
overall 7-1 record last Saturday with
row: Law, Clark. Munn,
son
will be Larry Mahaney, former
Provencher, Smith, Meehan, Pluta, Cooper, Nice, Martin, Shields, Bryant and
a smashing 48-0 triumph over SpringGarabedian.
Maine basketball star who is presfield College.
ently taking graduate work at the
The University of Rhode Island
University. Mahaney also assisted
finished second with a 3-1 ledger with
"Doc" Rankin throughout last year's
their only loss a 33-7 setback by the
campaign.
league champions.
Presented with a mere six returning
Final Standings
veterans, the young director will have
Won Lost
Pct.
to rely on a crop of sophomores.
New Hampshire
4
0
1.000
Maine's
Paul
Firlotte
finished
Returning from last year's ball
BY PAUL FERRINGO
relationship with Yankee Conference
Rhode Island
3
1
.750
17th in the annual ICAAAA cross club, which held
Saturday
Last
's
brilliant
a meagre 6-12 recsun
and
schools,
/
but
there
undoubtedly would
Maine
2
.500
pleasantly cool weather made us a be a rise in attendance at these games. country meet held at an Cortland ord, are Don Arnold, John Dana, Bert
Vermont
.500
1
Park in New York City last Monday. Daniels, Gus Folsom, Ken
bit homesick for a good football game.
The lone serious argument
HendrickMassachusetts
1
3
.333
So,
we
took
the
only
remedy
avail- against our idea is the weather Firlotte was only 1:00.6 behind son and Mike Polese.
Connecticut
0
4
.000
able, switched on our radio, lay factor. However, from our obser- leader George Terry of Boston UniHowever, lost from last year's team
The University of Maine Black
versity who toured the course in are Bob Nixon,
down and stared through an open vations, we feel an investig
who graduated in
ation
Bears with an even 2-2 record ended
window at the beautiful Fall day.
of the matter will show that foot- 24:36.4, just five seconds off the June, and Tom Seavey and Keith Main a third place tie with Vermont.
record. The "Ellsworth Hash's" haney. both of whom are now
Scattered among most of our ball can
serving
be played at Orono up
Also in third position was the
time for the five mile grind was in the armed forces.
thoughts and popping up once too
until almost two weeks after the
University of Vermont, who could not
frequently was the question, "Why
Top Scorers Lost
close of our present regular sea- clocked at 25:37.
qualify for the title anyway this seacouldn't the University of Maine be
Terry was brilliant as he showed
All three men were among the top
son because of their light conference
son.
playing today?" Consequently, still
his superiority after the initial mile. scorers
on the squad last season. Seaslate. The Catamounts had a 1-1
Another
strong
dissensi
on
has Oddly enough, within
other doubts entered our inquisitive
a mile from the vey had an 11.7 average,
record. Incidentally. Vermont won
been
the
traditio
Nixon hit
n
that
the
State
mind, and among the strongest sensafinish. Terry, who was well out in for 15.4
their first Conference game in three
points per game and Mations lingered. "Why isn't the Univer- Series is a fine climax to the front, lost his way and had to wait haney.
who left the squad at mid-year,
years when they nipped Massachusetts
season. But, what would be so for the field
sity of Maine playing more games."
to show him the way led the team with a
27-/c.
22.7 average.
bad
about
finale
a
which saw home. With George King of
With these dubious questions in
N. Y. U.
Regarding this year's team, Devette
Redmen Collect One Win
mind we sat down to scratch out this the Black Bears seeking to cap- as the guide Terry found the way to has
not had a good chance to judge
Massachusetts. for the first time article, supporti
ng an extension of our ture the Yankee Conference the tape beating his obliging second the playing
play ing enough Conference games to football
ability as the members
title?
schedule in the near future.
place rival by 40 yards.
are still running through the fundequalify for top honors, presented a
The
rest of the Conference teams,
Through our observations durmentals.
vs.eak 1-3 record, finishing fifth. The
ing the past few years and from other than Maine and Vermont, play
Redmen's only victory came at the
The squad, which is better off in
eight
more
or
games
with
Connecticut
discussions with various represenespense of last place Connecticut.
the way of altitude as compared to last
the
only
playing
team
nine
a
game
tatives
of
both
the faculty and
In a very unfamiliar position was
season's club, has for its tall men.
schedule. Let's get on that Yankee
BY JOANNE STURTEVANT
the University of Connecticut, who student body, we found that our Conference bandwagon.
Ken Hendrickson and Sterling Huston
The Junior "Sparks" captured the at 6'
finished last for the first time in Con- conclusion is not without support.
5", Frank Smith and Thurlow
We
are
making
a
final
plea
the
to
1954 hockey championship last week
There are many persons includference history with a dismal 0-4 card.
Cooper at 6' 2" and Bobo Martin, who
proper authorities to heed our request as they compiled a record
ing some top athletic officials in
of five vic- ranges around 6' I".
and to give the Maine students what tories and one tie. Congratu
lations, Tall
this school, who are highly in
Men Need Work
they rightly deserve—more football. girls! You certainly had
plenty of
favor of this idea.
But
Devette said these big men need
vim
and
vigor while on the hockey
Also, it has been the speculafield. Second place went to the sopho- a lot of work if they are going to help
BANQU
ET
tion that a very strong majority
the ball club. He also noted that if
Faculty Manager Ted Curtis mores, and the freshmen took third.
of University students would look
these
men didn't work out that the
This week end the M.A.F.C.W.
announced that the Annual Fall
team would be in a bad way.
The 1954-55 intramural basketball with jubilance upon a larger
Confere
nce
will
be
held
here, with
Awards Banquet will be held
season will open Wednesday. Nov. schedule. However, we do not
When asked about his style as opAnita Ramsdell acting as chairman.
Thursday evening, Dec. 2, at 6:30
17. at 7 p.m., according to league want to advocate a switch to "big
The Tumbling Club meets every posed to last season's set offense.
in the New Cafeteria. All players Thursda
time" football, by scheduling the
head Sam Sezak.
y evening in the Women's piloted by the now retired Rome Ranwho have completed the season Gymnasium
A pair of dormitory games will start top football powers in the nation
and all girls who are in- kin. Devette said, "We're going to run.
the campaign which will continue and enlarging our Alumni Field
Really run."
for either the varsity or freshman terested in learning
and developing
through March 21. North Dorm 5 to seat 50,000 fans.
football and cross country teams, their skills are invited to
"We will employ our fast break
attend. In a
will face a combination team of North
as well as the coaches, trainers recent election Anita Ramsdell was as the primary offense,"
All we would like to see would
continued
Dorm 6 and 7, and North Dorm 4
and managers, are invited to at- elected president, Judy Height, secre- Devette. "Since we don't have
be another game added to our
height,
will play the "Free Loaders."
we'll get the best out of our speed,"
tend.
tary and Barb Moore, treasurer.
thin seven game slate. Probably
Feat Division Underway Nov. 22
finished the Maine mentor.
the most logical choice would be
The fraternity division will begin
The rest of the squad working for
their slate on November 22. when a contest with the University of
starting berths includes Blaine TrafMassachu
setts.
Yankee
the
only
TKE battles ATO and Tau Ep takes
ton, a veteran of the 50-51 campaign.
Conference team not on our
on Phi Gamma Delta.
Richard Alin, Charles Cameron,
present
schedul
e.
The leagues will be divided into
Bobby
Jones, Mike Latti and Pete
Fraterni
champio
ty
ns Phi Mu Delta, combination team of North Dorms
The Yankee Conference is rapidly
two dormitory divisions, the AmeriKostacopoulos.
led
by
Gerry
Wright.
once
6
again
and
7
trampled
Dunn
I, 30-6, to
can and National league, and a fra- growing into one of the better leagues
in the country, and anything we can swept to the campus championship by capture the 1954 Intramural Dormiternity division.
blanking North Dorms 6 and 7 8-0, tory Football Tournament.
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
The American league will consist do to strengthen relations with it
last Sunday afternoon.
Parlin, whose passing held the suc- Dec. 4 Vermont
of: Dunn 1-4, South Apartments, would be to our advantage.
Home
Wright. who has been brilliant for cess of his team throughout the Dec. 8 Bates
Oak Hall, the Newman Club, "TwagMaybe, if Maine would make the
Home
ies." the Cabins, and Ocummo.
first attempt toward playing five Con- the Phi Mu's all season, figured in tourney, chucked for all five touch- Dec. 11 Colby
Away
Dec. 15 Bowdoin Away (4
National League
ference games, something not ac- two of his team's three scores. In the downs.
p.m.)
opening
stanza,
Wright hit end Don
He hit end Dick Marshall for three Jan. 6 Connecticut
In the National league will be: complished by any team since the
Away
North Dorm 4, North Dorm 5, North league began, we would set an ex- Arsenault for the first counter, which scores and turned around and showed Jan. 7 Rhode Island
Away
gave
them
a
6-0
lead
the
at
end
of no partiality to linemen as his timely Jan. 10 Colby
Dorm 6 & 7. North Dorm 7 & 8. ample for the other schools to follow.
Home
the first half.
heaves
Corbett 1-4, the "Free Loaders" and
sent halfback Ronnie Ranco Jan. 15 Bowdoin Home (I
If this would come about, the
p.m.)
Then, in the third quarter. Wright over twice.
Hannibal.
Jan. 21 Bates
Yankee Conference would then conAway
passed
halfback
to
Red
Jones
who
Dunn
never
1,
in the contest after Feb. 9 New Hampshire
All seventeen fraternities will be solidate into an air tight circuit and
Home
made
sensatio
a
nal falling catch in the the initial period, scored their only Feb. 12
create even more rivalry.
represented in their league.
Connecticut
Home
end zone for the score that killed the touchdown in the third quarter, when Feb.
15 Bates
In the near future Conference games
The winner of the American league
Home
gallant dorm team's hopes.
Dave Waite hit Herb Cohen in the Feb. 18
will play the champions in the Na- can become just as important to
New Hampshire
Away
The final Phi Mu score came as a end zone for six points.
Feb. 19 M aa aa hutetts
tional circuit for the dormitory cham- Maine rooters and team alike as any result of an intercep
Awn.
ted pass by Don
The
victors will now meet Phi Mu
pionship. The winner of this contest State Series contest.
Krandlemire, who skirted into the end Delta. the fraternity champions, for Feb. 22 Rhode Island
Home
will meet the leader in the fraternity
Feb. 26 Bowdoin
This would not only make for zone to ice the contest.
Away (4 p.m.)
the campus title. However, the date
league for the campus championship. greater Maine school spirit and better
Feb. 28 Colby
Led by the passing of Art Parlin, a for this game has not been set.
Away

Bwait. gad's

Maine Needs More Football

Firlotte 17th
In IC4A Meet

Women's Sports I

Intramurals Open
Hoop Season Nov.17

Within The Walls
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Society: WSGA Tea In Social Spotlight
BY BEYE F0V•1IE
A student-faculty tea. sponsored by
the Wornett's Student Government
Association, was held in the main
lounge of the Memorial Union Sunday. Pouring were Ellen Pfeiffer,
Jean Eastman, Marilyn Tarr, Muriel Verrill, Priscilla Burton, Jane
Dudley, and Mary Litchfield.
Members of Sigma Nu were hosts
at a Sunday afternoon tea at the
chapter house for the members of
Pi Beta Phi. Pouring at the affair
were Cyrus Wentworth, Gordon
Smith, and Daniel Mahoney. The
speaker for the afternoon was J. Edward Cayford, director of International Underseas Services. His topic
was "Marine Architectonical Arts."
Toastmaster was Louis Agnello.
Chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Robert
V. Supple.
Alpha Omicron Pi sponsored a
tea for the art exhibit at Carnegie
Sunday afternoon. On display were
oil and watercolor paintings of Carl
Sprinchorn and graphics, drawings.
and watercolors of Vyautas Jonynas.
Judy Sawyer, assisted by Julia Mahaney and Shirley Kirk were in
charge of the affair.
The members of Delta Delta Delta
collegiate and alliance chapters held
a joint meeting in celebration of their
National Founders Day in the chapter room at Chadbourne Hall Monday evening. A Skit was presented
by Marge Mealey, Patricia Kearny,
Jane Barker. Marilyn Pennell, and
Laura Little. Short speeches were
given by Eleanor Turner, Kathleen
Black and Joan Geddy. Marjorie
Mealey was in charge of the party.
Prof. and Mrs. Cecil J. Reynolds,
Anne Rubin, Frances Dresser, and
Judy DeMerehatit were the guests of
Tau Epsilon Phi at a dinner-discussion meeting Tuesday.
Friday evening Sigma Nu held a
Big Brother Party under the theme
"Siberian Soiree." Costumes were appropriately picked in "Russian Red."
During the evening a comical skit
was presented by the fraternity pledges
under the direction of Roger Metzer.
Jay Boomer was in charge of arrangements. Chaperons v.ere Sgt.
and Mrs. Earl Eastwood and Sgt.
and Mrs. Boyce C. Woodman.
Tau Epsilon Phi held an informal
gathering on Saturday evening. In
charge of the gathering was Henry
Goldman. Chaperons were Capt.
and Mrs. Otis H. Rogers and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles J. Bayard.

University Represented

At I.V.C.F. Conference

is Uni‘ersity members ot the
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship attended the organization's state conference at Camden. Nov. 12-14.
John Ricker, George tields. William Hutchins. Richard Pomeroy,
Cormick and Facu:ty Sro:,or Frank

Owen met with representatives of four
state colleges and two medical groups.
Gladys Webster, and Norma Mc-

Good Will is the only campus-v. de
student drive. Give generously.

HILLSOI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the meek of Nov. 15, 1954
To

JIM DUFFY
For his excellent offensive play against Bomiloin
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Getting acquainted at the Women's Student Government Association Student-Faculty Tea last Sunday in the Main Lounge of
the Memorial Union are, left to right, Jane Farwell, Dean of Women
Edith G. Wilson. Joan Mason, and Laura Little.

1-1ILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 63647

In the whole wide world-

no cigarette satisfies like a Chesterfield!
HOWARD STOECKER—PAN AMERICAN OVERSEAS
CAPTAIN and ELLEN FORSETH, STEWARDESS
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Dr. Smith To Speak
To Education Group
Dr. Payson Smith. professor emeritus of the School of Education, will
speak before the Dec. 2 meeting of
the Education Club, it was announced
this week. The meeting will be held
at 7 p.m. in the Union Building.
Dr. Smith is regarded by many as
the leading educator in the state of
Maine. Dr. Smith entered the teaching profession in 1897, and he was the
Maine State Superintendent of Schools
from 1909 to 1916. He served as
Massachusetts State Commissioner of
Education from 1916 to 1935. Between 1935 and 1940, he was a faculty
member of Harvard Graduate School.
Dr. Smith was a professor of education at Maine until his retirement in
:)51.
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HEY SATISFY MILLIONS because only Chesterfield

T

has the right combination of the world's best

tobaccos. They're highest in quality, low in nicotine.
You smoke with the greatest possible pleasure

Come in and see
our fine line of
FLY TYING
SUPPLIES

when your cigarette is Chesterfield. It's the largest-

Ca

selling cigarette in America's colleges!
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